Emergency water repairs along 62\textsuperscript{nd} Avenue North close lanes

St. Petersburg, Fla. – (October 30, 2018) – Crews working to locate and repair a leak along potable (drinking water) lines beneath 62\textsuperscript{nd} Avenue North are closing an additional lane to traffic as they continue their efforts.

Emergency repairs began last night, but the fix is requiring a more substantial dig, so the workers will have to close two westbound lanes of the roadway between 9\textsuperscript{th} and 10\textsuperscript{th}. One eastbound lane will be closed so that the westbound traffic can squeeze by in one lane at the site of the repair work.

The detours and modification of traffic patterns will be fully signed; however, the City of St. Petersburg recommends that drivers find an alternative route during the construction times.

Thanks for your understanding and patience during this repair work.